Company:
Ocyan Cloud LTD (currently incorporated in London, currently in the process of moving to Edinburgh)

Team:
8 people, with more than 10 years of experience in domains; Cloud, Fintech, Blockchain, Analytics

Web:
https://ocyan.com

Value Proposition:
Ocyan is an Enterprise Cloud platform for BI Analytics and Infrastructure services for Blockchain Applications.

Ocyan was founded with the belief that a future where innovations are based on decentralized networks is more interesting than one where they are not. Today, Ocyan is actively developing Blockchain and Cloud Innovation to make this possible, with the ultimate goal of enabling any kind of business to trade first over a decentralized network.

Customer Segments:
Enterprise domains that are looking to expand to the blockchain space

FinTech:
Banking and capital markets; Credit Score and Identity; Insurance;

Trading:
Supply Chain for commodities and Consumer Goods; Manufacturing - and their supply chain partners; Retail Apps to explore the historical entries;

Media and Telco:
Licensing and ownership of digital media; New pricing models;

Market Traction:
2 corporates onboarded, contracts with small startups

Funding Stage:
Seed round, Looking to raise £800k

Current Investors:
Fully funded by founders, Business sustainable with its revenue.

Investment Sought:
£800k for a roadmap of 1 year (2019)

Visit Ocyan Website

Visit us on the Fintech Scotland Website

DISCLAIMER
The purpose of this Investor Showcase is to provide information on the business described above. The Investor Showcase is not a prospectus and does not constitute or form any offer or invitation to subscribe for, underwrite, or purchase securities, nor shall the Investor Showcase or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract relating to any securities unless expressly included hereafter.

WARNING
The content of this Investor Showcase has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Reliance on this Investor Showcase for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested.